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This is to certify thnt the thesis prepared under
the supervision of Professor Talbot by ALFRED CURTIS LPI
SOURD, entitled CALIBRATION OP WEIRS IN THE HYDRAULIC
LABORATORY OP THE UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS, is approved
by me as fulfilling this part of the requirements for
the Degree of Bachelor of science in Civil Engineering,
Si^d?±^^3z:e<:^<L^:^K
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CURyEB SHOWING HELATION OF
co£:rr/c/s/VTe to h£^/^ds on
T/?e dotted, carve for /^^rn/^t^/f's co ctf/o/e/rts.
Vh^ J^0//ifs //7ci/ca^te i^a/i/es for co aff/c/e/^f^ found.
ttEAD oty WE/H itJ r££:r







CURVED enowiNG REL/\rioN or
OOErnCIENT^ TO HEADS ON
CONTHt^CTED WE/R
T/^e ctoffed ci/r^e /3 for /^^rn/nar's co&ff/c/e/its.
T^e fu/l J/ne ^/-vsa vatt/es fcr cceff/c/e^ts fau/id.
fro/ft e/i/^er/me/ft^.
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disch/\b6e: from the 3 ft. suppressed we\r
VA/ITH DIFFEREWT HEADS US\NG THE COEFFICIENTS
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TABLE X.
DISCH/\RGE FROM A 3 FT. SUPPRESSED WEIR
W/TH DIEFEREWT HEADS USING THE: COEFFICIENTS
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DISCHARGE FROM THE 3 FT CONTRACTED WEIR
WITH DIFFERENT HtADS USING THE C EFEI C I E NT»5
FOUND FROM EXPERIMENTS
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